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Fashion week… New 2013 model 





Temperature dependent medium field Q-slope 

The Interface Tunnel Exchange (ITE) Model 

- Surface electric field only penetrates the oxides not  the superconductor 
- Exchange of electrons within one RF period yields an electric surface resistance 

proportional to f 
- Within the energy gap 2Δ there are no states available  Threshold effect 

 

Energy states at 
interface between 
superconductor 
and dielectric after 
exposure to 
positve (left) and 
negative (right) 
electric field 
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To explain this data set with magnetic losses one would need a model, which 
assumes Rs(B) prop. to f3.  

In the Quadrupole Resonator the ratio between E/B is proportional to f. Therefore the data 
can be explained by a model assuming Rs(E) prop to f after subtracting low field losses 
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ITE model can explain 
• Threshold 
• Saturation 
• Measured frequency dependence 
• Measured temperature dependence 

Same data, but here it is 
assumed that field 
dependent losses are caused 
by the surface electric field 

800 MHz 

400 MHz 

Temperature independent medium field Q-slope 



Origin of medium field losses 

The new study leading to the deconvolution in Rbcs(B) and R0(B) [1] allows 
to draw some important new conclusions on the origin of the low and 
medium field RF losses: 
 
1. Both residual resistance and BCS resistance contribute to MFQS 
2. Thermal feedback plays almost no role in avg performing 1.3 GHz 

cavities (below lambda point) 
3. Roughness plays a role: BCP causes more MFQS than EP (manifests as 

residual)  
4. 120C bake enhances the MFQS by making the BCS component strongly 

field dependent 
5. Reverse field dependence is possible! Impurity doping leads to a BCS 

resistance decreasing with field, reaching BCS values previously unseen 
in our niobium 

 
[1] A. Romanenko and A.Grassellino, Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 252603 (2013) 

 

 
 



Origin of low and medium field losses – BCS component  
1. EP, BCP: clean limit  

• High low field value bc of large mfp 
• No Q-slope bc of no Δ(H) 

2. 120C bake: dirty limit  
• Lower low field value bc of low mfp  
• Strong field dependence bc of Δ(H) 

(bc of dirty limit) 
3. Nitrogen baked: Intermediate purity  

• Lower low field value bc of low mfp  
• Decrease bc of λ(B)? Or is nitrogen 

a better dopant? 
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Origin of low and medium field losses – residual part  
1. Hydrides: 

• Low field: yes (hydrides always present 
as shown via cryogenic TEM by 
Trenikhina and Romanenko, residual 
consistently <1 nΩ in annealed as last 
step cavities demostrated at FNAL) 

• Field dependence: yes (see second 
cooldown Rs(B)) 

2. (Macro)Roughness (BCP vs EP): 
• Low field: no 
• Field dependence: yes 

3. Trapped flux: 
• Low field: yes 
• Field dependence: yes, linear 

4. Oxide and suboxides:  
• Low field: maybe (increase in 120C 

localized in first ~ 3 nm) 
• Field dependence: not clear 

 

 
 



Trapped flux produces a linear field dependence [R0(B)] 

Benvenuti, Calatroni et al, Proceedings of the 1997 
Workshop on RF Superconductivity, Abano Terme 
(Padova), Italy  
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Figure 6: Surface resistance recorded at the circled site in Figure 4(a) during three different

tests. The slight increase in Rs with Epk during the first test was observed throughout the

ent ire cavity and is probably not related to hydrogen contaminat ion.

increased to a staggering 672 nΩ! I f the ent ire cavity had increased its losses to this value, a

Q0 of only 4× 108 could be expected. However, since only the equator was afflicted a Q0 of

2× 109 was recorded. A significant improvement following the complete temperature cycle

and subsequent fast cooldown was registered. At low field, the original Rs was recovered

but the losses increased with Epk , reaching a mean value of 278 nΩ at 30 MV/ m. This

value is st ill a factor of 10 t imes worse than the original losses, and the Q0 at this point

was down by more than a factor of two from the first test .

4 D iscussion

The results obtained with cavity LE1-34 point to an afflict ion by the Q-disease. The evi-

dence is, that the equator is more suscept ible to hydrogen precipitat ion than the remainder

of the cavity. Since the material propert ies of the weld are different than those of the rest of

the cavity, preferent ial hydride precipitat ion along the equator is not necessarily surprising.

The grain sizes of the weld are quite large (several millimeters), and the impurity concen-

trat ions may also differ from the bulk. Past experience has shown that niobium with fewer

interst it ial impurit ies (i.e., a higher RRR) is far more suscept ible to the Q-virus than low

RRR material. [4] The interst it ial impurit ies serve as trapping centers for hydrogen, thereby

prevent ing hydride precipitat ion. Similarly, vacancies and grain boundaries are also very

effect ive at t rapping hydrogen by forming Cot t rell clouds. [6, 12–14] It is possible that the

welds, because of their large grains, are more suscept ible to the Q-virus due to the lack

of t rapping centers that otherwise prevent hydride precipitat ion.6 For confirmat ion of this

assumpt ion, though, a detailed analysis of the weld’s material propert ies is required.

Although a large fract ion of cavity LE1-34 was not seriously affected by the hydride

precipitat ion, the losses along the equator were so severe that they lowered the Q0 sub-

stant ially. Even a very rapid cooldown, faster than 10 K/ min, did not “ cure” the cavity

completely. In an accelerator, cooldown rates of 10 K/ min are not permit ted due to the

dangers of st ress induced component failures. A “ cure” of Q-virus afflicted cavit ies thus

6Note that the iris welds do not cause operat ional problems, since they are in a low magnet ic field region,

where the Q-virus is not apparent .

Hydrogen affects the field dependence of residual resistance: example 
second cooldown 

Knobloch and Padamsee, 8th Workshop on RF 
Superconductivity, Padova, Italy. SRF 981012-12  

M. Checchin and A. Grassellino, to be published 





Temperature dependent medium field Q-slope 

Quadrupole Resonator measurements on one bulk niobium sample 
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All curves can be fitted by Rs(T,B)=Rs(T)∙c ∙ (B/Bc)2 with c=10.2+/-2.5 independent on T and f 
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ITE model can explain 
• Threshold 
• Saturation 
• Measured frequency dependence 
• Measured temperature dependence 

Same data, but here it is 
assumed that field 
dependent losses are caused 
by the surface electric field 
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ITE fit can explain cavity data  
Example: Early HIE Isolde QWR measurement (100 MHz) 

Threshold 

Saturation 

Independent of T 
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Summary on medium field Q-slope 
 Combined results of surface resistance measurements on 

samples and cavities allow to conclude: 
1. There are temperature dependent and independent 

contributors to the medium field Q-slope. 
2. The temperature dependent surface resistance factorizes in 

a temperature and a field dependent part like 
Rs(T,B)=Rs(T)∙c ∙ (B/Bc)2, where c is a constant independent 
of T and f. These losses can be correlated to the surface 
magnetic field.   

3. Often a surface resistance increasing above a threshold 
field, saturating at higher field is observed. Quadrupole 
Resonator measurements give evidence that these losses 
are caused by the surface electric field and the interface 
tunnel exchange model can provide a good fit to the data 
with physically meaningful parameters.  
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